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Abstract— Various steganography algorithms in 

different cover medium are reviewed here. By 

combining cryptography and steganography 

techniques, security is improved highly when 

compared to the information hiding process with 

one security techniques. The data can be hidden in 

any carrier like text, audio, images and video. 

Embedding capacity and noise ratio are used as a 

performance measure. 

 

Index Terms— steganography, cryptography, 

embedding capacity,performance measure. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sharing information over networks has increased over 

many years. To prevent our secret information from 

intruders two security techniques have been used 

broadly over the internet. Two security techniques are 

cryptography and steganography. In cryptography 

technique, the secret message is not concealed, but the 

existence of the message is covered and thus intruders 

are confused while extracting the secret data. The secret 

texts are concealed using the cipher algorithm by 

encrypting and decrypting the message. Private Key 

and public key are used for encryption and decryption, 

the private key which is known only to the sender and 

receiver and the public key is kept common. The most 

common algorithms used in cryptography are data 

encryption standard, advanced data encryption and 

hash algorithm and this technique is used for 

confidentiality, authentication and security purpose. 

 

But cryptography technique is alone not enough to 

provide full security, thus steganography is concept is 

also used. Steganography is the art of science where the 

secret text or data are hidden in cover medium and that 

cover medium is communicated over unprotected 

networks. The secret message will be invisible to the 

intruders, a secret key is used between the sender and 

receiver and with the help of that secret key the data can 

be retrieved at the receiver side. Steganography 

concept comes under information hiding techniques, 

other information hiding techniques are watermarking 

 
 

and covert channel. The secret data being embedded 

can be of text, images, audio and video and the cover 

medium can also be text, images, audio and video. In 

video the data are stored in frames. Least significant bit 

is the most common hiding algorithm, many algorithms 

developed over many years. To improve the security, 

the data are encrypted before embedding into the cover 

medium.  

 

Compression technique is used to reduce the size of the 

embedded carrier file, thus the network traffic can also 

be minimized. Lossless and lossy are the two types of  

compression techniques, lossy compression is used for 

images and audio and lossless compression is used for 

text. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Cryptography and steganography are the two most 

widely used techniques for secure information sharing 

through any communication channel. Palesh.et.al [1] 

proposed a format based pure text steganography 

algorithm where both encryption and decryption are 

carried out through DES(data encryption standard). 

First the data or messages to be embedded are 

encrypted using 16- digit hexadecimal key, then the 

cipher text value is taken for the key and the position of 

each character and frequency of characters are 

calculated. By comparing the character position in over 

text, equivalent ACII for the character position is 

obtained. Alphanumeric puzzle is generated which 

contains two parts, characters that conceal the messages 

are in the first part and positions of characters are in the 

second part. At the  last the puzzle is added at the end of 

cover text. The reverse process is carried out for the 

extraction.  

  

Odeh. et. al [2] to avoid suspicion and attacks over the 

internet, a novel secure algorithm has been proposed in 

which the data or secret data hide inside the document 

files. First a symbol table is produced and the 

embedded data are compared to the representative 

symbols maximally four bits are embedded between 

letters without affecting the size of the word file and the 

content of file. Mainly right remark, left remark, zero 

width joiners, and zero width non joiner are used for 

embedding process.   
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Fig 1: Data hiding algorithm 

 

In most of embedding techniques the cover medium 

with any size are taken without considering the size of 

secret bits and image content. Luo.et.al [3] proposed an 

algorithm where a region for embedding has been 

chosen with relation of secret bits, if the embedding 

rates are lower then the sharper edge is selected and if 

the embedding rates are higher then more edge regions 

are selected for embedding process. This algorithm is 

compared with six steganography algorithms such as 

PVD, LSBM, LSBMR, IPVD, AE-LSB and HBC. 

When comparing with other algorithm, this approach 

shows that visual quality and security are improved. In 

embedding stage some parameters are identified before 

the region selection. 

 

parul.et.al [4] proposed AWPAS(adaptive 

wavelet packet based audio steganography) algorithm 

where the secret bits are hidden in audio. The 

embedding process contains various steps, as first step 

wavelet packet decomposition is carried out in which 

audio signals are decomposed. To reduce the noise 

ratio in stego audio, high frequency bands are selected 

for embedding, here HLH band is used for better 

performance. In the second step, the co-efficient of the 

selected bands are converted into 2 dimensional matrix 

by binary mapping and the blocks for embedding data 

are selected using pseudo random sequence. The secret 

data are encrypted before embedding process. Patter 

classification and pattern modification are done as third 

step,  for embedding data . At last inverse wavelet 

packet is applied on modified packet co-efficient to 

obtain stego audio file. AWPAS algorithm is tested 

with different audio files. 

  

Balaji.et.al [5] proposed an algorithm where the secret 

information data is hidden inside the video. In existing 

algorithm the information is hidden in the sequential 

frames. Here in the proposed algorithm, the 

information are stored in the random frames. Index is 

created for secret data and then that index is placed in 

video frames. The frame which does not contain secret 

information is used for storing some random data. This 

process improves the security. The same index is used 

for the extraction process. The proposed system 

contains 3 phases such as analyzing the video, 

determination of index frame and its data and 

determination of frames for secret data. The advantage 

of balaji.et.al algorithm are less computational time and 

highly securable. 

 

Karais.et.al [6] proposed steganography on 

medical images and two methods such as LSB based on 

fuzzy and similarity are used. In similarity based LSB, 

similarity between adjacent pixel values are seen. If the 

similarity pixel value is higher than threshold, then they 

are selected to hide messages. Patient’s medical 

information and doctors comments are hidden inside 

the image for security purposes. EEG and magnetic 

resonance images are used for embedding purpose. The 

comparison study is done and the various performance 

measures such as MSE, SSIM, PSNR and UQI are 

taken for measuring the quality of stego image. 

 

Vidhya.et.al [7] proposed a steganography 

algorithm using Malayalam text. Here custom Unicode 

is used for encoding the original message to 

Malayalam. Two matrices are used for indexing 

English and Malayalam. Then Unicode extraction step 

helps to find the corresponding English text for 

Malayalam text. Before embedding the original secret 

message is mixed with Malayalam text for security 

purpose. The comparison study on proposed algorithm 

achieves presion rate of 0.95 and decoding is 0.81. 

 
       

Fig 2: Vidhya.et.al [7] algorithm 

 

Diqun.et.al [8] proposed a data hiding algorithm where 

the secret information are hidden in mp3. In this paper 

window switching method is used for encoding. 

Distortions are caused during the embedding process 

are automatically controlled by distortion adjustment 

mechanism. Operations are carried out on consecutive 

frames of mp3 audio. Window switching technique is 
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used to avoid pre-echo distortions. This method 

provides better solution when comparing to other audio 

steganography. In future this window switching can be 

applied to other audio formats like MPEG. 

  

Most common steganography direct LSB 

algorithm is not suitable for the audio steganography. 

Dulal.et.al [9] proposed a multi threshold based audio 

steganography where the threshold value is determined 

from the error criterion, which limits the no. of secret 

bits per sample of audio signals. The changes in each 

audio sample are focused to state the threshold value. 

The implementation, first the audio sample based on 

threshold limit is selected. Chaotic order is also 

proposed and in this order the samples are choose from 

selected samples. Then the samples are adjusted to 

reduce the error. This embedding process is carried out 

in WAVE audio format. The size of audio documents 

preferred here are 8 bits per sample and 16 bits per 

sample.  

  

Amritha sekhar.et.al [10] proposed network 

steganography method where the secret messages are 

embedded in the host medium and the host medium 

may be of Skype, bit torrent, goggle suggests and 

WLAN’s. Instead of internet services, protocols are 

also used as carriers. In this paper network protocols 

using PRNGs is used for steganography. The sender 

generates key and places in the header of the file and to 

confuse the intruder’s fake key is used. The secret data 

are encrypted and embedded in the video file; then 

again the resultant file is encrypted and compressed. At 

the receiver side the secret bits are decrypted and 

finally the key decrypted from header is also used. 

III. CONCLUSION  

Information security techniques such as cryptography 

and information hiding are reviewed. Steganography 

concept has been used to prevent  secret data 

communicated over unprotected networks. Intruders 

find difficult to extract the data from the carrier when 

both cryptography and information hiding techniques 

are used. Embedding capacity various for different host 

medium. 
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